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stereo wire color codes for 2002 chrysler sebring convertible i need the color codes for my 2002 chrysler sebring chrysler 2002 sebring question search fixya i need the color codes for my 2002 chrysler sebring convertible car stereo what color wire goes to what speaker what color wire for power etc posted by jlj2382 on apr 24 2009, wiring information 2006 chrysler pacifica wire wire color wire location 12v constant wire must go to battery for 12v constant starter wire yellow ignition harness second starter wire purple brown ignition harness the second starter wire is a negative trigger through a 180 ohm resistor ignition wire pink gray ignition harness, jeep car radio stereo audio wiring diagram autoradio connector wire installation schematic schema esquema de conexiones stecker konektor connecteur cable shema car stereo harness wire speaker pinout connectors power how to install jeep car radio wiring diagrams car radio wire diagram stereo wiring diagram gm radio wiring diagram, chrysler dodge radio wire harnesses and wire colors chrysler mitsubishi radio wire harnesses and wire colors jeep chrysler 1pc radio wire harnesses and wire colors if you cannot see this pdf file you can view this document directly in acrobat reader stereo removal radio removal speaker wire colors, subject re factory speaker wire colors ip logged message the new radio should run the kickers ok i will check my service manuals when i get home today and post the wiring info i think the input wires to the amp are color coded the same as the speaker outputs but i may be wrong i m pretty sure the manual lists the different colors, pretty interesting but yea go to radio shack get the males to go with those terminals take a speaker with you but the ones at radio shack are color coded per wire size red blue yellow etc meaning you will want to get the ones that go with the speaker wire size your using, are you in the process of replacing your chrysler factory radio with an after market car stereo avoid having to cut oe plugs and making a mess of it all our chrysler wiring harnesses can help you perform a clean installation without hassle, chrysler infinity speaker repair by jeremy schrag this guide is for chrysler infinity stereo systems from 1987 until roughly 1999 when they began to evolve into something more sophisticated which i havent studied in depth yet, speaker wire color code for 1988 chrysler 5th avenue the speaker wire color codes on a 1993 toyota camry are yellow green red and black the wires have a harness on the end designed to allow, chrysler 300 stock stereo wire diagram and wire colors cars amp trucks question search fixya browse categories 2005 chrysler 300 car stereo wiring diagram car radio battery constant 12v wire gray light green puttin new speakers i dont know what color the stock speaker wires are, right rear speaker negative wire dark blue black 4 people found this useful were can you get a color code audio wiring for a nissan frontier 2005, chrysler electronic voice alert speech synthesis module there are small differences between the varying years of the eva most of the changes in the 24 function unit deal with the manner in which
the eva used the speakers and muted the radio, wiring color chart here are the actual wiring diagrams for the 3 different audio systems 1 base 4 speaker 2 6 speaker non amplified notice that the dash speakers are in parallel with the front doors 3 8 speaker dash center door rear sub amplified, chrysler wiring colors and locations for car alarms remote starters car stereos cruise controls and mobile navigation systems speaker wire size car audio video please verify all wire colors and diagrams before applying any information top, how to bypass my cars factory amp when adding a new radio and speakers what do the wire colors mean quality mobile video 1 503 609 views 17 15 2017 chrysler 300 s review from a hellcat, i installed a after market stereo on my 2002 chrysler town and country and when i turn the key switch off and open the driverside door i lose the sound to the speakers i have never seen this happen with a stereo install before and i ve called chrysler service department and a few audio installers and still no answere can you please help me, our stereo wiring harness kits are the best in the industry and ensure an easy and clean car stereo installation our extensive car stereo wiring harness collection ensures that you will find the exact harness needed for you car, found this info on the color codes for the radio wire leading from the head unit to various components challenger radio wire color code discussion in dodge challenger interior mods amp audio video started bycms1528 nov 22 2010 cms1528 active member photo winner right rear speaker negative wire yellow gray at amplifier, wire description polarity wire color on maestro t harness wire color on alpine cable wire color on kenwood cable wire color on pioneer cable illumination orange n a orange white orange white reverse light purple white orange white purple white e brake lt green yellow blue lt green lt green, what do the colors on your wiring harness mean how do you connect your wiring harness or interface to your stereo car stereo wiring harnesses amp interfaces explained what do the wire colors, 2005 dodge magnum speaker wire colors 06 radio wiring diagram 2006 06 jeep grand cherokee speaker wiring diagram 2001 speaker wire color codes jeep cherokee forum 06 jeep grand cherokee speaker wiring diagram chrysler 300 speaker wiring diagram wiring diagrams 06 jeep grand cherokee speaker wiring diagram, chrysler didn t vary much in the colors of the wires they used over the years i don t now if that holds true for mitsubishi built cars i ve snipped dozens of plugs from cars in salvage yards to use on my display boards and have never found anything other than red and pink wires for the two 12 volt feeds, 2015 chrysler 200 car radio audio stereo wiring diagram colors july 10 2014 caraudiowiringdiagram 18 comments here is the stereo radio wiring information for your 2015 chrysler 200 with the standard premium symphony or bose systems, order to effectively use chrysler wiring diagrams to diagnose and repair a chrysler vehicle it is important to understand all of their features and characteristics circuitry gage of wire and color fig 1 circuit functions all circuits in the diagrams use an alpha numeric code to identify the wire and its function to identify, decibel car audio free car audio knowledge base subwoofers spl audio competition and the worlds most dynamic car audio community car audio forums discussion, color laminated wiring schematics and diagrams for restoring and maintaining classic amc american motors buick cadillac chevy chrysler dodge ford griffith, brown yellow liftgate speaker 2 brown blue liftgate speaker 2 the rest of the speaker wires are standard metra aei color code that can be found on the back of this package to the factory amplifier has the crossover built in when by amplifier be sure to use crossovers to protect the factory speakers, 2004 chrysler pt cruiser stereo wiring information radio constant 12v wire pink light blue radio switched 12v wire red white radio ground wire black radio illumination dimmer wire orange left front speaker wire green left front speaker wire brown blue right front speaker wire purple right front speaker wire blue red left rear speaker wire brown yellow, where can i get a wiring diagram for a 2006 chrysler pt cruiser i need a diagram to find out what the corresponding wire color is for a 2006 pt cruiser wiring harness i am trying to tie in a line output converter, 2013 chrysler 200 radio audio wiring diagram schematic colors installation help for aftermarket radio speaker or amp installs, yeah i want something to tell me what those radio stock wires belongs too i e green left speaker and such yeah i am installing a aftermarket double din nav and dvd so i need to know which wires to hook up i am not gonna buy a harness, wiring code identification information wire code identification each wire shown in the diagrams contains a code
fig 1 which identifies the main circuit part of the main circuit gauge of wire and color the color is shown as a two letter code which can be identified by referring to the wire color code chart fig 2, connect the wires shown on the next page from aftermarket radio main harness to the ch1 t harness and match the wire functions step 2 remove the factory radio access the main 22 pin factory radio connector 2 1 and determine if you have a factory amplifier if you dont have wires in pin 19 20 21 and 22 you have a, these speaker to car speaker harnesses allows the installer to connect your aftermarket speakers to the vehicle s factory harness without the need to cut or splice the factory wires the precision assembled terminals are pressure inserted into the plug making it virtually impossible to pull a wire out, how can one tell which speaker wire is negative or positive positive speaker wires have a positive symbol or a negative symbol to indicate the corresponding connector on the wires some terminals are also color coded a common color code that is used is black for negative and red for positive, you can snip these plugs out of any chrysler product from the early 1980s to at least 2000 in the salvage yard a few models including the full size vans used them through 2002 they were consistent with the four power and dash light wire colors but the speaker wires will likely be different colors depending on the car model you get the plugs, disclaimer all information on this site the12volt com is provided as is without any warranty of any kind either expressed or implied including but not limited to fitness for a particular use any user assumes the entire risk as to the accuracy and use of this information please verify all wire colors and diagrams before applying any information, although there are exceptions to every rule most aftermarket car stereos use a standardized coloring scheme for the power ground antenna and speaker wires if you have the pigtail that came with your aftermarket head unit and it uses the standard colors then the wires will have the following purposes and colors, i need wiring codes for all speaker wires in a 2011 town and country limited trying to install a digital signal answered by a verified chrysler mechanic wire colors of all speakers and location of factory amp i have a 2006 chrysler town and country limited edition and i m trying to install an aftermarket head unit, 2005 chrysler pacifica stereo wiring information radio battery constant 12v wire red orange radio accessory switched 12v wire pink orange radio ground wire black light green radio illumination wire orange grey stereo dimmer wire orange tan stereo antenna trigger wire grey orange stereo amp trigger wire dark green grey left front tweeter speaker positive wire grey violet, subject factory speaker wire colors ip logged message does anyone have a factory service manual for 2001 that can tell me what color wire goes to what speaker behind the radio truck is a club cab this site is in no way affiliated with chrysler or any of its subsidiaries, car audio wire color codes wire colors in your car might be different than colors described here use the given colors for reference purposes only always test wires to make sure they are correct we are not responsible for any misprints to check hot ignition lights dimmer use a test light or voltmeter to check speakers use test radio, if the vehicle has a base audio system locate the left front door speaker wires in the wire harness bundle the wire colors are gray with a yellow stripe and gray with a purple stripe, wiring information 2006 chrysler 300c wire wire color location 12v constant wire must go to battery for 12v constant starter wire pink dk green ignition harness second starter wire purple brown ignition harness the second starter wire is a negative trigger through a 180 ohm resistor ignition wire pink white ignition harness, chrysler car radio stereo audio wiring diagram autoradio connector wire installation schematic schema esquema de conexiones stecker konektor connecteur cable shema car stereo harness wire speaker pinout connectors power how to install chrysler voyager saratoga le baron neon stratus vision grand voyager car radio wire colors car, your source for chrysler wire information wiring information technical help for your new or used vehicle chrysler technical wiring diagrams wire information wiring diagram chrysler wire information wiring information wiring information wiring information color codes technical wiring diagrams chrysler wiring information free, whether your an expert chrysler 300 mobile electronics installer chrysler 300 fanatic or a novice chrysler 300 enthusiast with a 2006 chrysler 300 a car stereo wiring diagram can save yourself a lot of time automotive wiring in a 2006 chrysler 300 vehicles are becoming increasing more difficult to identify due to the installation of more advanced factory oem
electronics, the rest of the speaker wires are standard metra aei color code that can be found on the
back of this package note the factory amplifier has the crossover built in when bypassing the factory
amplifier be sure to use crossovers to protect the factory speakers does not retain factory subwoofer
in chrysler, whether your an expert chrysler 300s mobile electronics installer chrysler 300s fanatic or
a novice chrysler 300s enthusiast with a 2014 chrysler 300s a car stereo wiring diagram can save
yourself a lot of time automotive wiring in a 2014 chrysler 300s vehicles are becoming increasing
more difficult to identify due to the installation of more advanced factory oem electronics

Stereo wire color codes for 2002 chrysler sebring
April 14th, 2019 - stereo wire color codes for 2002 chrysler sebring convertible i need the color codes for my 2002 chrysler sebring Chrysler 2002 Sebring question Search Fixya I need the color codes for my 2002 chrysler sebring convertible car stereo what color wire goes to what speaker what color wire for power etc Posted by jlj2382 on Apr 24 2009

CHRYSLER PACIFICA 2004 2006 Shield Tech Security
April 17th, 2019 - WIRING INFORMATION 2006 Chrysler Pacifica WIRE WIRE COLOR WIRE LOCATION 12V CONSTANT WIRE Must go to battery for 12V constant STARTER WIRE YELLOW Ignition Harness SECOND STARTER WIRE PURPLE BROWN Ignition Harness The second starter wire is a negative trigger through a 180 ohm resistor IGNITION WIRE PINK GRAY Ignition Harness

JEEP Car Radio Stereo Audio Wiring Diagram Autoradio
April 16th, 2019 - JEEP Car Radio Stereo Audio Wiring Diagram Autoradio connector wire installation schematic schema esquema de conexiones stecker konektor connecteur cable shema car stereo harness wire speaker pinout connectors power how to install JEEP Car radio wiring diagrams Car radio wire diagram stereo wiring diagram gm radio wiring diagram

The Install Doctor Radio Wire Harness and Colors Dodge
April 18th, 2019 - Chrysler Dodge Radio Wire Harnesses and Wire Colors Chrysler Mitsubishi Radio Wire Harnesses and Wire Colors Jeep Chrysler 1pc Radio Wire Harnesses and Wire Colors If You Cannot See This PDF File You Can View This Document Directly In Acrobat Reader stereo removal radio removal speaker wire colors

RE factory speaker wire colors Dodge Dakota Forum
April 13th, 2019 - Subject RE factory speaker wire colors IP Logged Message The new radio should run the Kickers OK I will check my service manuals when I get home today and post the wiring info I think the input wires to the amp are color coded the same as the speaker outputs but I may be wrong I m pretty sure the manual lists the different colors

Hooking speaker wire up to the speaker Chrysler 300 Forum
February 27th, 2019 - pretty interesting but yea go to radio shack get the males to go with those terminals take a speaker with you but the ones at radio shack are color coded per wire size red blue yellow etc meaning you
will want to get the ones that go with the speaker wire size you're using

**Chrysler Wiring Harnesses Car Amplifiers and Speakers**
April 18th, 2019 - Are you in the process of replacing your Chrysler factory radio with an aftermarket car stereo? Avoid having to cut OE plugs and making a mess of it all. Our Chrysler wiring harnesses can help you perform a clean installation without hassle.

**Chrysler Infinity speakers and speaker repair Allpar**
October 21st, 2018 - Chrysler Infinity speaker repair by Jeremy Schrag. This guide is for Chrysler Infinity stereo systems from 1987 until roughly 1999 when they began to evolve into something more sophisticated which I haven't studied in depth yet.

**Speaker wire color code for 1988 Chrysler 5th avenue**
April 16th, 2019 - Speaker wire color code for 1988 Chrysler 5th avenue. The speaker wire color codes on a 1993 Toyota Camry are yellow, green, red, and black. The wires have a harness on the end designed to allow...

**CHRYSLER 300 stock stereo wire diagram and wire colors Fixya**

**What are the audio wire color codes for a 2007 PT Cruiser**
April 10th, 2019 - Right Rear Speaker Negative Wire Dark Blue Black. 4 people found this useful. Where can you get a color code audio wiring for a Nissan Frontier 2005?

**24 Function Electronic Voice Alert Speech Module wiring**
April 9th, 2019 - Chrysler Electronic Voice Alert Speech Synthesis Module. There are small differences between the varying years of the EVA. Most of the changes in the 24 function unit deal with the manner in which the EVA used the speakers and muted the radio.

**Speaker Wiring Diagram**
April 12th, 2019 - Wiring Color chart. Here are the actual wiring diagrams for the 3 different audio systems: 1 base 4 speaker, 2 6 speaker non-amplified, notice that the dash speakers are in parallel with the front doors, 3 8 Speaker dash center door rear sub amplified.

**Chrysler Alarm Remote Start and Stereo Wiring**
April 14th, 2019 - Chrysler wiring colors and locations for car alarms, remote starters, car stereos, cruise controls, and mobile navigation systems. Speaker Wire Size Car Audio Video. Please verify all wire colors and diagrams before applying any information. Top.

**Chrysler 300c stereo install Amp bypass**
April 6th, 2019 - How to bypass my cars factory amp when adding a new radio and speakers

What Do The Wire Colors Mean

April 16th, 2019 - Wire Description Polarity Wire Color on Maestro T Harness Wire Color on Alpine cable Wire Color on Kenwood cable Wire Color on Pioneer cable Illumination Orange N A Orange White Orange White Reverse Light Purple White Orange White Purple White Purple White E Brake Lt Green Yellow Blue Lt Green Lt Green

Car Stereo Wiring Harnesses amp Interfaces Explained What Do The Wire Colors Mean

April 3rd, 2019 - What do the colors on your wiring harness mean How do you connect your wiring harness or interface to your stereo

06 Jeep Grand Cherokee Speaker Wiring Diagram gstudio us

April 20th, 2019 - 2005 Dodge Magnum Speaker Wire Colors 06 Radio Wiring Diagram 2006 06 jeep grand cherokee speaker wiring diagram 2001 Speaker wire color codes Jeep Cherokee Forum 06 jeep grand cherokee speaker wiring diagram Chrysler 300 Speaker Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagrams 06 jeep grand cherokee speaker wiring diagram

Factory Stereo Wiring Harness Color Code I Have the LXI

April 18th, 2019 - Chrysler didn't vary much in the colors of the wires they used over the years I don't now if that holds true for Mitsubishi built cars I've snipped dozens of plugs from cars in salvage yards to use on my display boards and have never found anything other than red and pink
wires for the two 12 volt feeds

2015 Chrysler 200 Car Radio Audio Stereo Wiring Diagram Colors
April 17th, 2019 - 2015 Chrysler 200 Car Radio Audio Stereo Wiring Diagram Colors July 10 2014 CarAudioWiringDiagram 18 Comments Here is the stereo radio wiring information for your 2015 Chrysler 200 with the standard premium symphony or Bose systems

WIRING DIAGRAMS uCoz
April 12th, 2019 - order to effectively use Chrysler wiring diagrams to diagnose and repair a Chrysler vehicle it is important to understand all of their features and characteristic circuitry. The use of wire and color is crucial. Fig 1 CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS All circuits in the diagrams use an alpha numeric code to identify the wire and its function. To identify:

Wiring Colors Database Decibelcar com
April 10th, 2019 - Decibel Car Audio free car audio knowledge base. Subwoofers SPL audio competition and the world's most dynamic car audio community. Car audio forums discussion.

1970 Chrysler Color Wiring Diagram ClassicCarWiring

INST GMOS01 Metra Online
April 18th, 2019 - Brown Yellow Liftgate Speaker 2 Brown Blue Liftgate Speaker 2 The rest of the speaker wires are standard Metra AEI color code that can be found on the back of this package. TE The factory amplifier has the crossover built in. When buying amplifier be sure to use crossovers to protect the factory speakers.

2004 Chrysler PT Cruiser Stereo Wiring Diagram

Where can I get a wiring diagram for a 2006 Chrysler PT
April 11th, 2019 - Where can I get a wiring diagram for a 2006 Chrysler PT Cruiser I need a diagram to find out what the corresponding wire color is for a 2006 PT Cruiser wiring harness I am trying to tie in a line output converter.

2013 Chrysler 200 Radio Audio Wiring Diagram Schematic Colors
April 14th, 2019 - 2013 Chrysler 200 Radio Audio Wiring Diagram Schematic Colors installation help for aftermarket radio speaker or amp installs.
Wiring Diagram Chrysler 300 Forum
March 30th, 2019 - yeah I want some thing to tell me what those radio stock wires belongs too i e green left speaker and such yeah I am installing a aftermarket double din nav and dvd so I need to know which wires to hook up I am not gonna buy a harness

Figure 2 Wire Color Code Charts Z Grounds Varies
April 17th, 2019 - Wiring Code Identification Information WIRE CODE IDENTIFICATION Each wire shown in the diagrams contains a code Fig 1 which identifies the main circuit part of the main circuit gauge of wire and color The color is shown as a two letter code which can be identified by referring to the Wire Color Code Chart Fig 2

HOW TO USE THIS INSTALL GUIDE Cloud Object Storage
April 14th, 2019 - • Connect the wires shown on the next page from aftermarket radio main harness to the CH1 T harness and match the wire functions STEP 2 • Remove the factory radio • Access the main 22 pin factory radio connector 2 1 and determine if you have a factory amplifier If you don’t have wires in PIN 19 20 21 and 22 you have a

Chrysler Speaker Adapter Wire Harness Connector Plug
April 4th, 2019 - These speaker to car speaker harnesses allows the installer to connect your aftermarket speakers to the vehicle’s factory harness without the need to cut or splice the factory wires The precision assembled terminals are pressure inserted into the plug making it virtually impossible to pull a wire out

How Can One Tell Which Speaker Wire Is Negative or Positive
April 18th, 2019 - How Can One Tell Which Speaker Wire Is Negative or Positive Positive speaker wires have a positive symbol or a negative symbol to indicate the corresponding connector on the wires Some terminals are also color coded a common color code that is used is black for negative and red for positive

1997 Chrysler Town and Country Factory stereo wiring plug h
April 13th, 2019 - You can snip these plugs out of any Chrysler product from the early 1980s to at least 2000 in the salvage yard A few models including the full size vans used them through 2002 They were consistent with the four power and dash light wire colors but the speaker wires will likely be different colors depending on the car model you get the plugs

1999 Chrysler 300M Car Stereo Wire Colors and Locations
April 14th, 2019 - Disclaimer All information on this site the12volt com is provided as is without any warranty of any kind either expressed or implied including but not limited to fitness for a particular use Any user assumes the entire risk as to the accuracy and use of this information Please verify all wire colors and diagrams before applying any information

How to Identify Aftermarket Car Stereo Wire Colors
April 15th, 2019 - Although there are exceptions to every rule most aftermarket car stereos use a standardized coloring scheme for the power ground antenna and speaker wires. If you have the pigtail that came with your aftermarket head unit and it uses the standard colors then the wires will have the following purposes and colors.

I need wiring codes for all speaker wires in a 2011 town
April 18th, 2019 - I need wiring codes for all speaker wires in a 2011 town and country limited. Trying to install a digital signal. Answered by a verified Chrysler Mechanic. Wire colors of all speakers and location of factory amp. I have a 2006 Chrysler Town and Country Limited edition and I'm trying to install an aftermarket head unit.

2005 Chrysler Pacifica Stereo Wiring Diagram

factory speaker wire colors Dodge Dakota Forum
April 15th, 2019 - Subject factory speaker wire colors. IP Logged Message. Does anyone have a factory service manual for 2001 that can tell me what color wire goes to what speaker behind the radio. Truck is a club cab. This site is in no way affiliated with Chrysler or any of its subsidiaries.

Car Audio Wire Color Codes
April 18th, 2019 - Car Audio Wire Color Codes. Wire colors in your car might be different than colors described here. Use the given colors for reference purposes only. Always test wires to make sure they are correct. We are not responsible for any misprints. To check hot ignition lights dimmer use a test light or voltmeter. To check speakers use test radio.

Audio System Upgrade Package 2009 UP Dodge Ram Chrysler
April 18th, 2019 - If the vehicle has a base audio system locate the left front door speaker wires in the wire harness bundle. The wire colors are gray with a yellow stripe and gray with a purple stripe.

CHRYSLER 300C 2005 2006 Shield Tech Security
April 15th, 2019 - WIRING INFORMATION 2006 Chrysler 300C WIRE WIRE COLOR WIRE LOCATION 12V CONSTANT WIRE Must go to battery for 12V constant STARTER WIRE PINK DK GREEN Ignition Harness SECOND STARTER WIRE PURPLE BROWN Ignition Harness. The second starter wire is a negative trigger through a 180 ohm resistor. IGNITION WIRE PINK WHITE Ignition Harness.

CHRYSLER Car Radio Stereo Audio Wiring Diagram Autoradio
April 16th, 2019 - Chrysler Car Radio Stereo Audio Wiring Diagram Autoradio connector wire installation schematic schema esquema de...
conexiones stecker konektor connecteur cable shema car stereo harness wire speaker pinout connectors power how to install Chrysler Voyager Saratoga Le Baron Neon Stratus Vision Grand Voyager Car radio wire colors car

**Chrysler Wire information Your Chrysler wire**
April 18th, 2019 - Your source for Chrysler wire information wiring information technical help for your new or used vehicle Chrysler Technical Wiring Diagrams wire information wirediagram Chrysler wire information wire information wiring information wiring information color codes Technical Wiring Diagrams Chrysler Wiring Information FREE

**2006 Chrysler 300 Car Radio Wiring Diagram ModifiedLife com**
April 5th, 2019 - Whether your an expert Chrysler 300 mobile electronics installer Chrysler 300 fanatic or a novice Chrysler 300 enthusiast with a 2006 Chrysler 300 a car stereo wiring diagram can save yourself a lot of time Automotive wiring in a 2006 Chrysler 300 vehicles are becoming increasing more difficult to identify due to the installation of more advanced factory oem electronics

**XIAH ch1 Metra Online**
April 7th, 2019 - The rest of the speaker wires are standard Metra AEI color code that can be found on the back of this package NOTE The factory amplifier has the crossover built in When bypassing the factory amplifier be sure to use crossovers to protect the factory speakers DOES NOT RETAIN FACTORY SUBWOOFER IN CHRYSLER

**2014 Chrysler 300S Car Stereo Wiring Diagram**
April 16th, 2019 - Whether your an expert Chrysler 300S mobile electronics installer Chrysler 300S fanatic or a novice Chrysler 300S enthusiast with a 2014 Chrysler 300S a car stereo wiring diagram can save yourself a lot of time Automotive wiring in a 2014 Chrysler 300S vehicles are becoming increasing more difficult to identify due to the installation of more advanced factory oem electronics
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